November 2018 ACOG Meeting Minutes

Suggested: Mailing in February

There are a lot of people who are gardening who are not part of the gardening club
  - We need to have some level of participation

Having elections would be great, but we don’t have a large pool of people.
  - Establish executive board in February

December: figure out mailing/design mailing-- how are we going to approach membership?
January: Send out mailing
February: Vote on officers

Do we want to clean out spots so we can get more people in?
  - Purchase self-propelled brush cutter? Rent one early in the season?
    - Clear spots for people
    - Rent one from Lowes? Home Depo?
    - Hire a contractor to clear spots?

Do we hold people accountable to their plots? People are:
  - Not paying
  - Not planting

What is the active member list?

All of the fencing we purchased is up
  - We could potentially spend another $650 to continue the fence around the back
    - We have around $2k in the bank
  - We also have to maintain the fence
    - Weeding

Draft letter in December, Mail in January, Vote in February

Spectrum of advertising for ACOG -> stencil advertisement
  - ANC’s CoE
  - Post on Ansonia website
  - Send out a physical mailing

December Meeting:
  - Letter to membership
  - Venues for fliers
  - Bullet points for letter to membership & fliers
  - Bring cookie & hot chocolate to meeting